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From front door to back patio, the first section of Coastal Living Outdoor Spaces features a colorful

visual tour of some of the most inspiring outdoor areas from the pages of the magazine. Design

ideas and home decorating tips show how to achieve a relaxed coastal-style ambience outdoors,

regardless of where you live. The spaces are deconstructed so it's easy to understand the key

components to getting a particular look. The second section offers lots of great ideas for designing

everything from a small garden oasis to which coastal-inspired plants are best for sun or shade. The

final section provides exterior paint palettes, product suggestions, and how-to care guides for every

outdoor space. This book offers exciting and fun design inspiration for everyone-even if you don't

live at the beach!    200+ pages of outdoor spaces design tips and advice from the magazine that is

the expert on all things Coastal   Accessible, useful, and easy to understand information on a range

of outdoor spaces including porches, pools, patios, decks, outdoor kitchens, and more    Over 200

full color inspirational photos    Resource section with maintenance checklists for outfitting and

caring for your outdoor space
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For 15 years, Coastal Living magazine has delivered inspiring and informative content on how to

decorate a beautiful and comfortable seaside home; travel to world's most beautiful shorelines; and

entertain family and friends during ritual beach vacations. When it comes to life at the beach,



Coastal Living is the most trusted source in the country that reaches over 5 million readers monthly.

These readers savor it, display it, and live by it. It's the magazine that beach lovers all over the

country, from coast to coast, can't live without.

I subscribe to Coastal Living Magazine, not because I will ever afford a Carmel getaway, but

because leafing through it makes me feel as though I've been in one for a while. This book is the

same kind of mental vacation. And the images and ideas are fresh inspiration every time I look

through it.I am realizing that for me, interior design is actually more about curating than a once-over

thing, and having books like this one in my collection helps me stay mindful of the feel and

sensibility that I want to have in my home when I'm out in the world. A lot of home improvement

shows are about performance, a one-off mega change that blows people away, but real interior

design, done for yourself and with your own needs in the forefront is rarely a show-stopping,

heart-stopping rush to a finish line. Structural renovations aside, having wonderful spaces to be in in

your home and garden is actually a result of the ongoing meaning you express in the objects and

furnishings you select or create. This book helps with that sort of process.If you leaf through it

regularly, the high-production values and variety of images will give you a sense of direction and

help you identify what speaks to your coastal self.And if you've had a long day at work and you're

tired and run down, turn on the reading lamp in the warmth of your house on a winter evening and

open the pages to those summer hours near the sea, where the cushions, umbrellas, pergolas and

lounge chairs, make home of the outdoors, and the sound of the ocean is waiting to be noticed.

I do love that all of the outdoor spaces related photos are together in one book, but because I have

a Coastal Living magazine subscription, I have seen all these pictures before. There doesn't seem

to be any new photos that haven't already been published in the magazines.

A nice book in an attractive format. But I was looking for ideas for houses in Hawaii and there are no

Hawaii houses anywhere in this book about coastal living. Strange. . Plus it would be nice to have

the month and year of the magazine articel under each image so a reader could look up additional

information.

Beautiful Landscaing possibilities.

It a beautiful coffee table book that compels guest to pick it up and peruse it. Who doesn't like to



look at pictures of the beach?

This book has some good ideas and well put together. We like the book and are glad we bought it

for our coastal home.

I live on the coast & this book gives us good ideas. Friends have already asked to borrow the book.

I love this book to look at! The spaces created are inviting and what I feel are peace. Love it!
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